
Stay 26.02-5.03.2022
Departure 25.02-6.03.2022

HOTEL CROCE BIANCA***
ALPE DI SIUSI + VAL GARDENA

SNOWCAMP FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS



youth divided into age groups 12-14 and 15-18
freestyle skiers and snowboarders
those hungry for sporting excitement on the Italian slopes

      a lot of fun and frolic

FOR WHO?



The cosy, family-run hotel Croce Bianca, is located in the heart of
the picturesque town of Vols am Schlern. 

Hotel CROCE BIANCA***



ACCOMMODATION



RESTAURANT
Half board - rich breakfast buffet, dinner in the evening.

A packed lunch for the journey.



Ski slopes





Sports program
Possible 2 age groups 12-14 years and 15-18 years
Ski / snowboard training in groups of up to 5-6 people
Qualified instructor staff
Tutoring 
Video coaching
Trainings and competitions

nightly entertainment
Animation program - pizza party, quizzes, field games, age-appropriate
musical animations, thematic workshops.



THE BEST CREW
AB ACTIVE CREW



Dividing the classes into groups and marking
out the places of assembly
Early assembly time
Efficient packing of luggage 
Leaving exactly on time 
Short and well planned breaks during
transport
Attentive pilots who control the course of the
transport
Modern coaches with toilets 

Taking care of efficient assembly and short time of
transportation we will propose: 

TRANSPORT BY BUS



PRIZE
Children younger than 27.11.2005 (950 EUR + 2199 PLN)

Children older than 27.11.2005 (999 EUR + 2199 PLN)

7 nights accommodation, transport by a VIP coach, half board,
skipass, training, implementation of the sports and animation
program, 24-hour care, instructors, competitions, prizes, VAT,
local tax.

PRICE INCLUDES

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE
insurance (Treatment Costs + a consequence of unfortunate accidents
 and cancellation costs), lunch on the slope, sports equipment rental



INSURANCE

MULTITRAVEL package (Treatment Costs + a consequence of
unfortunate accidents, assistance, liability insurance and other)
for the sum of 100,000 euros - 25 eu / stay

cancellation costs - 3% of the event value

to obtain an EHIC card, which guarantees basic insurance of the
National Health Fund in EU countries. We know from
experience that medical facilities operate more efficiently if the
patient has the EHIC card.

Mandatory:

Additional:

Recommended:



CONTACT
kasia gradowska

kasia@abactive.pl
608 400 980


